GREAT TASTING OFFICE COFFEE
Simple, quick and just how you like it.

For more information, call: 0114 345 6045
Or email us at: enquiries@thecoffeedesk.co.uk

OUR MACHINES
A happy office owes so much to great coffee*. So if we concentrate on finding the best
office coffee machines, sourcing the tastiest beans, delivering and managing everything,
completely hassle free, that means you can get on with doing what you do, brilliantly.

CD1

To Buy: £1,999.00

Reliable and independent

Key features and benefits:

Perfect for medium use offices, meeting rooms
and break out spaces, with no need for a water
feed – it has its own tank!

• 8 drinks types

The built-in tank means that this machine can go
just about anywhere there’s a power supply. It
makes it perfect for medium use spaces, and the
3.5l tank means you’ll get plenty of drinks out
of a single fill. .Most importantly, the real bean
coffee is superb, and for chocoholics it does a
delicious Galaxy™ hot chocolate.

Lease: £20 per week (36 mths)

• 3.5L tanks - no need to plumb in!
• Size: H: 610 W: 330 D: 530
• Weight: 27 kg
• Waste container: 30 drinks
• Approx drinks per refill: 100 cups

CD2

To Buy: £2,499.00

Big and Small

Key features and benefits:

Designed for tight spaces with moderate drink
volumes and with the added benefit of the “Golarge”button!

• 7 drink types
• 9oz, 12oz servings
• Dimensions: H2,715 W331 D528
• Weight 33 KG
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With 7 drink choices and the “Go-large” option,
this easy to operate coffee machine might just
fit the bill. To get your perfect drink press the
go-large option, then the drink choice. There is
enough capacity to make up to 100 drinks per
day. This small footprint machine works well in
small spaces and is the big brother of the CD1.

Lease: £23 per week (36 mths)

CD3

To Buy: £2,999.00

Slick and hardworking

Key features and benefits:

This beauty is a real workhorse – perfect for
steady all day use. It’s attractive too, simple and
compact in spite of its resilience. With smooth
touchscreen tech, volume capacity ingredients
it’s also one of the simplest to clean machines
around – about 15 minutes a week will keep it
tip-top. It does a vast range of drinks choices
using real, freshly ground beans and for choc
fans, a delicious Galaxy™ hot chocolate.

• Huge 99 drinks types capability

Lease: £25 per week (36 mths)

• 9oz or 12oz cup sizes
• Compact, 7” touch screen
• Size:: H: 750 W: 410 D: 565
• Weight: 45 kg
• Waste container: 155 drinks

Fresh on the market in January 2018, this
machine is the best value heavy use machine
around today.

CD4

To Buy: £3,999.00

Versatile and hardy

Key features and benefits:

Perfect for – steady all day use, so busy offices
and visitor areas, where choice and variety are
important.

• 99 drinks types, inc real leaf Tea!
• 10” touch screen
• Size: H: 870 W: 525 D: 450
• Weight: 53 kg
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• Waste container: 160 drinks
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Not unlike the CD3, this workshorse of
a machine will keep the delicious coffee
flowing…and the hot chocolate…and the
real leaf PG Tips™ tea…in fact this is the most
versatile machine around, with 99 drinks
choices, including tea. Scandinavian made, it
combines sleek touch-screen tech and strong,
simple looks with quality and choice. And it will
never, ever complain about having to work too
hard. Nothing is a challenge.

Lease: £30 per week (36 mths)

CD5

To Buy: £4,999.00

Effortless and smooth

Key features and benefits:

Perfect for busy settings where quality really
matters – this machine delivers as close to
barista-made coffee as possible. So if you want
to keep your staff and visitors really happy…

• 99 drinks types

This machine looks great and behaves
beautifully, effortlessly producing a high-quality,
high-volume range of drinks. Italian made, you
get what you’d expect – close to high-street
quality coffee, delivered simply and stylishly.

• Size: H: 870 W: 660 D: 590

Lease: £55 per week (36 mths)

• 7” touch screen
• 12oz (large) servings

• Weight: 81 kg
• Waste container: 160 drinks

BUY OR LEASE?
Whether you’re looking to buy a great coffee machine outright, or want to lease it on an on-going
basis, The Coffee Desk has the right solution for you. And, as always, we keep the process nice
and simple with great customer service at every step of the way.
To help you choose the best option for you, we’ve mapped out the step for each so you can see
just how easy it is and also highlighted the key advantages and disadvantages too. If you need any
help or advise about buying or leasing, please don’t hesitate to contact a member of the team on:
0114 345 6045, or email us at: enquiries@thecoffeedesk.co.uk

HOW TO BUY YOUR MACHINE
Advantages

Choose your Coffee Machine

Pay for your Coffee Machine

• Some businesses prefer to own their office equipment and
depreciate it over several years. If you prefer not to deal with
lease agreements and contracts and if you can afford to buy
outright, it’s simple, fast and you Get Exactly What You Want!
We can help you to explore both options and then you can
make an informed decision.
• You own the machine.
• No monthly cost.
• Treated as an asset.

Then we will:
• Deliver it • Install it • Train you
• Support you and your machine for 3 years

Disadvantages
• Larger upfront cost.

HOW TO LEASE YOUR MACHINE
Advantages

Choose your Coffee Machine

• Financial contract for a fixed period ending on a specific date where
payments are made in return for the use of equipment. With this
type of agreement, you make payments in return for using goods up
until that specific date.
• Minimal upfront cost.

Lender organises the Lease
Signature of Hirer | Certificate of Acceptance | DD Instructions

• Predictable monthly cost.
• 100% tax relief is usually allowable.

Disadvantages
• Monthly repayments.

Then we will:
• Deliver it • Install it • Train you
• Support you and your machine for 3 years

• Good credit score required.
• Paperwork needs completing.

OUR COFFEE
QUAILTY COFFEES, ETHICALLY SOURCED.
We’ve select our roaster very carefully in order to ensure we provide you with the very best,
ethically sourced coffess. Roasted in traditional coffee drum roasters along side hi-tech monitoring
systems our roaters produce consistent batches that never lack aroma or taste. They’re are then
bagged and sealed to protect their fresh and distinct flavours with every bag marked with the
roast date and batch code.

GOODFELLA

FRONT & CENTRAL

CREMA THE CROP

An authentic strong slightly spicy Italian roast
coffee. Mainly South American Arabica coffee
beans with a dash of Robusta coffee beans to
add that bit of kick to keep you going. Perfect for
making espressos, cappuccinos, and lattes.

Bright and fruity pairing Central and South
American single-origins, plus some of our
extremely popular Ethiopian Mocha Djimmah
beans. The dominant American combination
gives good body and crema, while providing
sweetness and acidity. This is a great choice
for those who like their espresso to have
some fruity brightness.

Perfectly Suited for espressos with an excellent
and visibly rich crema. A medium dark roasted
coffee blended especially for its traditional
Italian espresso deep roast flavour. It works well
in milk-based drinks like cappuccinos and lattes.

KICKER

DOUBLE A

CHOCALUX

Rustic tones from a classic Ethiopian Mocha.
Djimmah Arabica beans married with South
American refinement means big body and
earthy, nutty tones. The Robusta means a
noticeable caffeine kick!

Deep and powerful blend, containing
beans from Asia and Africa, combined with
a Monsoon Malabar bean. The blend has
bags of crema that leaves you with an almost
never-ending finish of chocolate, toffee and
smokey spice. In milk it can make a fantastic
latte or cappuccino, but with a distinct
smokey edge.

A magical luxury chocolate blend. Being
able to create your ultimate chocolate drink
is a treat that just might pick you up even
on the most challenging of days. Using
the finest coco imported from sustainable
international growers, this 25% cocoa mix is
so lovingly prepared that you can even see
the sugar crystals.

OUR 1-2-3 SERVICE GUARANTEE
CALL:

REPAIR:

REPLACE:

We resolve 96% of issues with
a simple call – this is a level we
work to maintain.

Anything we can’t resolve by
phone, we’ll come and see you
the same or next day.

If we can’t fix a machine within
4 hours, we’ll replace it the
same day.

How it works
We only ask that you buy Coffee Desk ingredients. This is so that we
can guarantee the quality of the ingredients used and can calibrate
your machine to make the optimal drink.
Some coffees can often contain hard beans and even small stones
which can damage and break the grinding mechanisms in our
bean-to-cup machines.

What is covered
The entire machine is warrantied providing its fair and reasonable
use. This includes parts, labour and a replacement machine during
the warranty period.
What is not covered
Physical damage, misuses or unreasonable lack of care.

HOW TO CONTACT US
To enable us to provide you
with a great service and the right
information quickly and correctly,
please direct your order or
enquiry to the appropriate desk.

To book a trial

To place an order

General enquiries

If you run an office of 10 or more people,
we can provide a free trial. If you like the
machine you can keep it. Simply contact:

Place your orders before midday and we
will ship for next day via DPD tracked.
Place your order via:

For all general enquiries just email us and
we will get right to it. And of course, you
can always call us too.

trials@thecoffeedesk.co.uk

orders@thecoffeedesk.co.uk

enquiries@thecoffeedesk.co.uk
0114 345 6045

For all service enquiries call our Hot Desk on: 0114 345 6045

